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It has been claimed (Y. Coltheart, Laxon, Rickard, & Elton, 1988) that learners as well as skilled
readers use phonology for multiple functions in reading-far-meaning tasks. This claim was examined
using lexical decision and sentence evaluation tasks. It was found in the first experiment that the
type of instruction learners had received determined whether there was prelexical use of phonology
in responding to items out of sentence context. Typeof instruction had no effect when the items were
in context. In the second experiment, performances on a homophone sentence evaluation task and
a homophone semantic decision task, which excluded sentence processing, were examined. The re
sults suggest that phonology served the function of access to lexical meanings in addition to any
function in postlexical sentence processing. The obtained relationships between relative frequencies
of the presented and unpresented homophone mates and item accuracy on these tasks were incon
sistent with exclusive use of "direct access" but consistent with access of lexical meanings via
phonology and application of a "spelling-check" procedure when multiple homophonic meanings are
activated.

The functions of phonology in the silent reading of
sentences for meaning have been ascribed to either lexi
cal access (i.e., the retrieval of individual words and their
meanings; see V. Coltheart, Avons, & Trollope, 1990;
Daneman & Stainton, 1991) or to temporary postlexical
phonological storage for syntactic and semantic analysis
of sentences (Kleiman, 1975; Liberman, Liberman, Mat
tingly, & Shankweiler, 1980). While there is adequate ev
idence that phonology is in fact used in silent reading of
sentences (Y. Coltheart et al., 1990; Y. Coltheart &
Laxon, 1990; Y. Coltheart, Laxon, Rickard, & Elton,
1988; Doctor & Coltheart, 1980; Johnston, Rugg, &
Scott, 1987; Treiman, Freyd, & Baron, 1983), limited
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progress has been made in accumulating evidence about
which functions the phonology serves.

One function of phonology is print-to-sound transla
tion for lexical access, carried out using subword levels
of orthography and phonology. This is a prelexical func
tion. Many different forms have been proposed for this
function, some being rule-based assembly of phonologi
cal segments (M. Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins, & Haller,
1993; V. Coltheart, Avons, Masterson, & Laxon, 1991;
Patterson & Coltheart, 1987). In other accounts the
print-to-sound pre lexical function is served by distrib
uted connections between sub symbolic orthographic
and phonological elements (Seidenberg & McClelland,
1989, implemented section of model). In yet other ac
counts, print-to-sound translation may take multiple
forms, at least during learning of the skill and depend
ing on the type of instruction received (Thompson &
Fletcher-Flinn, 1993; Thompson & Johnston, 1993).
Much of the data gathered in support of these accounts
derives from tasks using individually presented words,
either for word-naming responses or lexical decisions
(deciding whether a print stimulus is a word or non
word). In these tasks, access to some representation of
the words is required, but in neither case does the task
require access to the lexical meanings of the words. This
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is required, however, in the sentence evaluation task (de
ciding whether a print sentence is semantically accept
able) and in the semantic decision task (deciding whether
the meaning of a print word matches that ofa single word
or phrase statement).

The reader may use phonological representations to
access lexical meanings, irrespective of any prelexical
use of phonology. This is postulated as the case in one of
the processing routes in the models of reading presented
by Patterson and Coltheart (1987), V Coltheart et a!'
(1991), and M. Coltheart et a!' (1993). In these models,
in addition to a prelexical print-to-sound translation pro
cessing pathway and a direct pathway from representa
tions for visual word recognition (the orthographic-input
lexicon) to lexical meaning, there is a pathway from the
orthographic-input lexicon to the phonological-output
lexicon (representations of word pronunciations) from
which is derived word meaning (via links with a
phonological-input code in the V Coltheart et a!., 1991,
model). This third processing route is described as "ad
dressed phonological mediation" (V Coltheart et a!.,
1991).

In reading sentences for meaning, which is the focus
of the present experiments, there is yet another function
for phonological representations. Following identifica
tion ofthe print word, phonological representations may
be used for temporary storage of the words while the
syntactic and semantic processes of sentence compre
hension take place. The first purpose of these experi
ments was to examine the prelexical use of phonology in
tasks that include the reading of sentences for meaning.
Also focusing on these tasks, the second purpose, taken
up in Experiment 2, was to distinguish experimentally
between the function of phonology in accessing lexical
meanings and in postlexical sentence processing.

Some recent studies have used concurrent articula
tion in an attempt to disambiguate the different functions
of phonological processing used in reading sentences
for meaning. Although V Coltheart et a!. (1990) con
cluded that articulatory suppression disrupts the prelex
ical function of phonology for print-to-sound transla
tion, the locus of these effects in reading is currently the
subject of much debate. Concurrent articulation may in
fact interfere with postlexical phonological functions, as
Besner (1987) suggests.

In a categorization task in which subjects decide
whether a word is an exemplar of a category name,
Van Orden, Johnston, and Hale (1988) found that skilled
readers made as many false positive categorization er
rors to homophonic words as to pseudohomophonic
nonwords (i.e., to "a metal-steal" vs. "a vehicle-jeap").
Because pseudohomophones are without a lexical rep
resentation for reading, they concluded that the prelexi
cal function of phonology was the source of errors for
both types of items. V Coltheart et a!' (1991), however,
found that the results of Van Orden et a!. (1988) were
replicated only when subjects were given instructions
that did not tell them to reject misspellings. Jared and
Seidenberg (1991) have carried out a series of experi-

ments on skilled readers with the same task (but pro
vided correction to responses in practice trials). They
concluded that homophony effects in the task are re
stricted to low-frequency items. They speculated, how
ever, that learners would depend more than would
skilled readers on the phonological activation of mean
ing. The categorization task used in their experiments
has the advantage of requiring the reader to access
lexical meanings, but it may well demand other process
ing strategies that make it unrepresentative of sentence
reading.

V Coltheart et a!. (1988) examined the performance
of skilled adult readers and learners on reading tasks in
which subjects decided whether sentences made sense or
not. Subjects at both reading levels showed homophony
effects on sentences that contained pseudohomophones
(e.g., "Her bloo dress was new") as well as those that
contained homophones (e.g., "He through out the rub
bish"). They concluded that, for both adults and children,
phonology served a prelexical as well as a postlexical
function in reading sentences for meaning. This inter
pretation is placed in doubt, however, by a subsequent
report by V Coltheart et a!' (1990). Although they repli
cated the finding that adults showed a homophony effect
in silent reading of sentences containing a homophone,
they failed to find such effects in sentences with a target
pseudohomophone, throwing doubt on the conclusion
that skilled readers make prelexical use of phonology in
reading sentences for meaning. Both this finding and the
interpretation for learners in the 1988 study need further
examination. Was the learners' prelexical use ofphonol
ogy a product of the type of reading instruction re
ceived? Would learners exposed to other types of school
instruction also make prelexical use of phonology?
V Coltheart et a!' (1988) do not state the type of reading
instruction received by the subjects in their experiment.
It cannot be assumed that phonological information is
used to the same extent by learners, independently of the
type of instruction they receive. Sufficient evidence has
accumulated to place such an assumption in doubt.
While 8-year-olds who had learned to read by an explicit
phonics method showed prelexical use of phonology in
a pseudohomophone lexical decision task, those who
had learned to read without explicit phonics instruction
did not (Johnston & Thompson, 1989; Thompson &
Johnston, 1993). Furthermore, in sentence-reading tasks,
V Coltheart and Laxon (1990) interpreted differences in
results between subject samples of two experiments as
indicating that pre lexical use of phonology emerged
later in children taught by a "language experience" ap
proach than in those taught by an explicit phonics
method. Experiment 1 was conducted to examine how
general is the prelexical use ofphonology in reading-for
meaning tasks, directly comparing children who re
ceived widely differing types of reading instruction
that is, a method that includes explicit teaching ofIetter
sound correspondences and a method that does not.
However, in sentence reading, not all processes that in
volve phonology may entail the prelexical function. There



are functions for phonology that follow access to the
phonological representation of the word. The purpose of
Experiment 2 was to distinguish experimentally between
the function ofaccess to lexical meanings and other func
tions of postlexical sentence processing in reading sen
tences for meaning.

Accuracy of performance was the dependent variable
in these experiments. As was the case in previous stud
ies on children's responses to sentence evaluation tasks,
decision times were not recorded (V Coltheart & Laxon,
1990; V Coltheart et aI., 1988, Experiment 2; Doctor &
Coltheart, 1980; Johnston et aI., 1987). Most studies of
sentence evaluation with skil1ed adult readers have
failed to find significant homophony effects on decision
times for correct responses (Baron, 1973; V Coltheart
et aI., 1988, Experiment I). An exception is a study in
which subjects were atypically told to sacrifice accu
racy for speed; here, both increased errors and slower
correct responses to sentences containing homophones
were found (Treiman et aI., 1983). Significant effects of
homophony were found in the false positive errors in all
these studies. Indeed, V Coltheart et al. (1988) argue
that the false acceptance of sentences that sound correct
is the predicted outcome of phonological coding where
comprehension is involved (i.e., phonological storage of
the sentence leads to errors on some occasions because
the wrong meaning of the homophone is accessed.) A
further consideration is that, in responding to the sen
tence evaluation task, children have much higher error
rates than do skilled adults, error rates being as high as
40%. In addition, the proportion of responses that are
correct but are very slow outliers would be expected to
be at least 10%. Conclusions based on decision times are
not considered to be meaningful when the data are from
less than 50% of relevant presented items (Jared & Sei
denberg, 1991, p. 365). In the lexical decision task, error
rates are not so high, however, and pilot work was car
ried out to determine whether the correct rejection of
pseudohomophones is slower than that of control non
words for children and adults. I The stimuli were derived
according to Taft's (1982) criteria for strict matching of
the visual similarity of the pseudohomophones and con
trol nonwords to real words. A pseudohomophone effect
was obtained in the error rates of 8-year-olds but not in
their decision times for correct responses. Pseudohomo
phone effects were not obtained for either dependent
variable for l l-year-olds and skilled adults, the latter re
sult replicating that of Taft (1982).

EXPERIMENT 1

It has been found (Johnston & Thompson, 1989) that
learners receiving school reading instruction that in
cludes explicit phonics teaching (i.e., the systematic
teaching of the relationships between letter sequences
and their pronunciations) showed a pseudohomophone
effect in a lexical decision task. The learners incorrectly
identified as words more nonwords that were homo
phonic with words (pseudohomophones) than nonwords
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that were not homophonic, but as visually similar, with
real print words. Because nonwords have not received
orthographic storage as lexical items, any activation of
phonology in responding to them will entail a prelexical
function for phonology. Learners at the same level of
reading attainment who had not received explicit phon
ics instruction showed no pseudohomophone effect and,
thus, no influence of the prelexical use of phonology in
this task. The question examined in Experiment I was
whether or not such learners also fail to show the influ
ence of the prelexical function of phonology in sentence
reading tasks. To enable comparison with earlier pub
lished experiments, the question was also examined for
older, more experienced readers and for younger (8-year
old) learners. In the pseudohomophone sentence evalu
ation task, subjects decided whether or not each sen
tence made sense in its presented orthographic form. In
addition to correct sentences, some sentences included a
pseudohomophone (e.g., "There is blud on the floor"),
whereas others included a matched control nonword
(e.g., "The flowers are in blum early"). (No italics were
in the stimuli.) The pseudohomophones and nonwords
were matched for their visual-orthographic similarity to
real print words. These items also appeared as isolated
items (i.e., without sentence contexts) in a lexical deci
sion task administered to the same samples of subjects.

The prelexical use of phonology by learners may be
universal in sentence-reading tasks, irrespective of the
type of instruction received. If this were the case, then it
would be predicted that learners receiving reading in
struction without an explicit phonics component, al
though showing no effects of the pre lexical function of
phonology in the pseudohomphone lexical decision task,
would show such effects in the sentence evaluation task.
That is, they would erroneously accept as making sense
more of the sentences with pseudohomophones than the
sentences with the control nonwords, although they
would not make more errors to pseudohomophones than
to control nonwords in the lexical decision task, where
the items are presented out of context.

It is possible that readers could be using phonology
for access to lexical meanings, although this does not in
volve the prelexical function of print-to-sound transla
tion. In the models of Patterson and Coltheart (1987),
V Coltheart et al. (1991 ), and M. Coltheart et al. (1993),
one of the processing routes is addressed phonological
mediation. The phonological representation of a word
(phonological-output lexicon) is retrieved as a stored
entity as a consequence of activation of the stored
orthographic representation of a familiar word. The
phonological-output lexicon is linked with the semantic
system; hence, meaning is accessed by this indirect
route. By this account, homophony effects for (familiar)
homophone words with irregular spelling-to-sound cor
respondences could depend on addressed phonological
mediation and exclude the prelexical print-to-sound
translation function of phonology. This translation func
tion cannot fully determine the phonological form of
such words. Consistent with this account is the finding
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of V. Coltheart et al. (1991) that among skilled readers
homophony effects are greater in sentence evaluation
tasks for homophones with regular spelling-to-sound
correspondences than with irregular ones. An implica
tion of the account is that learners' performance on sen
tence evaluation with homophones that have irregular
spelling-to-sound-correspondences would be unaffected
by their exposure to explicit phonics teaching, since this
is intended to teach skills in the prelexical use of phonol
ogy. There are alternative accounts (Seidenberg &
McClelland, 1989; Van Orden, Pennington, & Stone,
1990) in which computed sublexical phonology explains
print-to-sound translation for words with regular and ir
regular spelling-to-sound correspondences, although
many more learning exposures are required to enable
identification of the latter. On the basis of the Patterson
and Coltheart (1987) account, if exposure to phonics
teaching were to influence performance on a sentence
evaluation task with homophones that have irregular
spelling-to-sound correspondences, as well as decision
tasks with pseudohomophones, doubt would be placed
on the claim that the effects of phonics instruction were
specific to the pre1exical function of phonology. To ex
amine this question, a third task was administered. In
this homophone sentence evaluation task, in addition to
presentation of correct stimulus sentences, some sen
tences included an incorrect homophone that made the
sentence sound correct (e.g., "The son is shining in the
sky"), and others included a matched visual control
word (e.g., "The sure is shining in the sky"). Both the
target (son) and the matched control word (sure) had
spelling that was irregular in the sense that simple
grapheme-phoneme correspondences would not suffice
to fully determine the sound of the word.

Method
Subjects. Twohundred and sixty-eight children (8 and II years

old) were initially tested in four schools in the Fife and Lothian re
gions of Scotland. All of the children started to receive reading in
struction on entry to school at the average age of 5 years. The
reading programs in these schools included a strong "phonics"
component, although the children's reading books were rarely
overtly phonic. Starting at school entry, the sounds of the letters
were systematically taught. After around 6 months of schooling,
children were taught to sound and blend simple consonant-vowel
consonant words. This was typically followed in Years 2 and 3 by
the explicit teaching of vowel and consonant digraphs and rules
such as final e. Words were shown to the children in word families
(e.g., coat, boat, goat) in nonsentence contexts. The children also
read meaningful story texts from the start of schooling. When
faced with an unfamiliar word in text, they were encouraged both
to "sound it out" and to try to work it out from the context. The
teaching of writing skills in these schools used to heavily empha
size the formation of letters and often involved the copying of sto
ries from the blackboard. These skills were still considered im
portant when the study was carried out, and the formation of
letters was seen as a way of reinforcing letter-sound knowledge.
Recently, however, there has also been a much more experience
based approach, with children, for example, drawing a series of
pictures and telling the story for the teacher to scribe, or picking
out the words they need to write the story from a "sentence maker."

Two hundred children (8 and II years old) attending three
schools in the Hutt area in New Zealand were also tested. These
children also started to receive reading instruction on entry to
school at 5 years of age. They were taught to read by a "book ex
perience" method, which emphasizes as cues to word identifica
tion the semantic-syntactic context of the word and the initial let
ter of the word (the name of the letter more commonly than the
corresponding sound). Instruction in explicit "phonics" was not
included, insofar as the children did not receive explicit instruc
tion in the pronunciation of sounds of isolated letters or in the cor
respondence between component letter sequences of words and
their corresponding pronunciations. There was no instruction in
assembly (blending of sounds). When component sounds of words
were considered, this usually involved the child's listening to the
sound corresponding to the initial letter of a word from a story text
when the word was pronounced by the teacher. The essentials of
this approach to reading instruction have been in common use in
New Zealand for 30 years. Further details of the approach may be
found in Thompson (1993). In the first few months at school, there
was concurrent early emphasis on children's expressing them
selves in written language. Also, it was common for teachers to en
courage children to generate spellings from sounds of words.

Reading attainment levels in both samples were assessed on the
Primary Reading Test, Level 2 (France, 1981), a group test of
reading comprehension with Scottish norms. The children were
also administered the group form of the English Picture Vocabu
lary Test 2 (Brimer & Dunn, 1968) to assess aural vocabulary. The
children at each age level were matched between samples on their
range of reading scores, aural vocabulary standard scores (M =
100, SD = 15), and chronological age, the matching being carried
out within each group of boys and girls. After matching, the 8
year-old group comprised 30 phonics-taught children ( 15girls and
IS boys) and 30 nonphonics-taught children (15 girls and IS boys).
For the l l-year-old group, there were 35 phonics-taught children
(18 girls and 17 boys) and 35 nonphonics-taught children (18 girls
and 17 boys). See Table I for means and standard deviations. All
were English-speaking children. Low-achievement and superior
readers were excluded. Non-Caucasian children were excluded
from the New Zealand nonphonics sample for comparability with
the British phonics sample.

Pseudohomophone lexical decision task. Twenty pairs of
words were used to generate pseudohomophones and nonwords,
according to Taft's (1982) criteria for matching visual similarity.
The words post and lost, for example, were selected as having the
same spelling of the vowel segment but different pronunciation.
This meant the vowel a could be replaced by the vowel digraph oa,
generating "poast" (a pseudohomophone) and "loast" (matched
control nonword as visually similar to a real word as is the pseudo
homophone). The pseudohomophones share the phonology of a real
word, but this is not the case for the visual control nonwords. The
words from which these 20 experimental item pairs were generated
were of similar mean frequency, 252 (SD = 425) for the pseudo
homophones and 256 (SD = 608) for the visual control nonwords
(Carroll, Davies, & Richman, 1971, Grade 3 norms). Forty words
were selected as fillers and were matched on word frequency to the
words used to generate the pseudohomophones and nonwords,
having mean frequencies of230 (SD = 330) and 253 (SD = 582).
The items were selected on the basis of a pilot administration to
both Scottish and New Zealand adults who were asked to catego
rize the items according to whether or not they sounded like words.
The experimental items are listed in Appendix A.

The items were presented in lowercase typescript on a page of a
test booklet and were ordered so that half the pseudo homophones
appeared in the first block of 40 items and half in the following
block of 40 items. The matched nonword controls appeared in the
complementary blocks of items. No more than three successive
items were pseudohomophones or control nonwords, and no more
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Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations of Chronological Ages, Reading Ages,

and Aural Vocabulary Scores of Subjects in Experiment 1

8-Year-aids II-Year-Olds

Phonics Nonphonics Phonics Nonphonics

M SD M SD M SD M SD

Chronological
age in years 8.6 0.24 8.7 0.21 11.3 0.25 11.5 0.25

Reading age
in years 8.4 0.89 8.5 0.89 11.8 1.43 11.8 1.47

Aural vocabulary
(standard score) 99.0 11.3 98.4 9.4 99.1 11.0 100.3 16.1

than three successive items were fillers. Two versions with differ
ent orderings of the 80 items were constructed so that in the group
administration the children would not be able to copy responses
from their neighbors. The order of items between blocks was coun
terbalanced between these two versions. In the group administra
tion, the two versions were alternated between adjacently seated
children.

Eight demonstration items appeared on the front of the chil
dren's booklets and were written on the classroom blackboard. The
children were instructed that the task was to decide whether each
item was a "real" or "made-up" word. Real words were to be given
a tick; made-up words were to be given a cross. When a pseudo
homophone appeared as a demonstration item, the experimenter
said. "That sounds the same as the real word (example given) but
it is spelt wrongly. It is a made-up word. It gets a cross." (The cor
rect spelling of the word was not shown.) These instructions were
considered necessary because children may not understand that in
correctly spelled items that sound like words are not acceptable as
real words. When Johnston, Rugg, and Scott ( 1988) used these in
structions, their 7-ycar-old subjects showed a smaller pseudoho
mophone effect than did Holligan and Johnston's (1988) 7-year
old subjects, who were given the same stimuli but who were not
told that incorrect spelling was unacceptable. Both ofthese groups
had received phonics instruction. There is evidence, therefore, that
the present instructions do not inflate the homophony effect.

The children in the present experiment were instructed to do the
task as accurately and as fast as possible. They were instructed to
read silently, although a few of the 8-year-old phonics-taught sub
jects were heard to be sounding out the items. This task was car
ried out at the beginning of the first test session and was followed
by the picture vocabulary test and the reading test in the same ses
sion. On completion of each task or test, the subjects turned their
response booklets back to the cover page, to avoid looking back
and revising their responses.

Pseudohomophone sentence evaluation task. The pseudo
homophone sentence evaluation task was similar to that used by
Johnston et al. (1987) and V. Coltheart et al. (1988). The pseudo
homophones and matched visual control non words from the lexi
cal decision task were embedded in sentences (e.g., "Can you
poast this letter')" "She has loast her bag"). The number of words
in the pseudohomophone sentences and cont rol nonword sen
tences was matched as closely as possible. In addition to the 20
pseudohomophone sentences and 20 control non word sentences,
40 filler sentences (e.g., "The tree has fallen over") were con
structed. The experimental items are listed in Appendix B.

This task was administered in a second session, 6-12 days after
the first. The presentation and ordering of items followed the same
pattern as in the lexical decision task. Four demonstration items
preceded the task. The children were told that the task was to read
each sentence and decide whether or not it made sense. When a
sentence with a pseudohomophone was considered in the demon
stration, the experimenter said, "That sentence sounds all right, but
this word (example given) is spelt wrongly. The sentence does not

make sense, so we put a cross against it." (The children were not
shown the correct spelling ofthe word.) The children read silently
and were told to do the task as accurately and as fast as they could.

Homophone sentence evaluation task. The homophone sen
tence evaluation task was also similar to that used by Johnston
et al. (1987) and V. Coltheart et al. (1988). Fifteen sentences con
taining homophones were generated (e.g., "The sun is shining in
the sky"). The critical homophone was then substituted by its ho
mophone mate (e.g., son) to generate a meaningless sentence that
sounded correct (as in "The son is shining in the sky"). This was
the sentence presented. Substitute words were homophonic in
common pronunciations both in Scotland and in New Zealand.
The original sentence was then used to generate a visual similarity
control sentence by changing the homophone for a visually simi
lar word (e.g., "The sure is shining in the sky"). The substituted
words in the presented homophone sentence and the visual simi
larity control sentence were matched on visual similarity to the
original word (unpresented homophone mate) using Weber's
(1970) graphic similarity index, which gave mean values of 593
(SD = 119) for the homophones and 604 (SD = 114) for the con
trol words. The mean word frequencies (Carroll et al., 1971,
Grade 3 norms) were 136 (SD = 220) and 134 (SD = 182), re
spectively. For the original homophones (not presented), the mean
was 342 (SD = 939). Both the stimulus homophones (e.g., son)
and control words (e.g., sure) had irregular spelling-to-sound cor
respondences, insofar as they contained at least one grapheme
phoneme correspondence in which the pronunciation for the
grapheme was not a typical one (irregular). In making this selec
tion, consideration was given to the varieties of English pronunci
ations common in Scotland and New Zealand. The experimental
items are listed in Appendix C. Fifteen pairs of filler sentences
were constructed (e.g., "They made a seat in the garden" and "They
made a swing in the garden"), making 30 filler sentences in all.
The task was split into two parts, the first section being presented
before the pseudohomophone sentence evaluation task and the sec
ond section afterward. No sentence appeared in the same section
as its matched pair. Two versions of the task with different order
ings of the 60 items were constructed to obviate subjects copying
from neighbors. The order of items between the two sections was
counterbalanced between these two versions. Instructions and four
demonstration items were provided at the beginning of each sec
tion. The instructions followed the same form as in the pseudo
homophone sentence evaluation task.

Word-meaning control task. Although it may be assumed that
skilled adult readers can discriminate between and identify the
print forms of the homophones and their respective meanings, it
cannot be assumed that learners will do so with complete accu
racy. A homophone effect in the sentence evaluation task could
therefore be due to lack of knowledge of the print forms ofthe ho
mophones and their meanings, relative to visual similarity control
items. The word-meaning control task was designed to measure
this aspect of the children's knowledge, not as some absolute or
pure measure but in a form matched with the items of the homo-
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phone sentence evaluation task. The control task was a more sys
tematic and objective version of that used by Doctor and Coltheart
(1980) and Johnston et al. (1987). The homophone and control
words from the homophone sentence evaluation task were each
presented along with four response alternatives. For example, cor
responding items for a homophone and a control word were:

Results
Pseudohomophone lexical decision task. A three

way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for unequal cell
numbers was carried out on the percentage of correct re
sponses to the pseudohomophone lexical decision task.
There was one within-subjects variable, stimulus type
(pseudohomophones vs. matched control nonwords),

In the case of the homophones, one of the response alternatives
was the meaning (e.g., light) appropriate in the homophone sen
tence ofthe homophone sentence evaluation task. In the case of the
control words, the sound of a word (e.g., /shore/) associated with
one alternative (e.g., /beach/) was similar to the sound of the con
trol word (e.g., /sure/). Alternatives included short phrases (up to
four words) as well as single words. In view of the necessity to
have the simplest possible vocabulary for the child subjects, the
correct defining alternatives were abbreviated versions of the def
initions given in several children's dictionaries. The items are listed
in Appendix D. Not more than three successive items were of one
type (homophone, control). If a homophone appeared in the first
half ofthe 30 items, then its corresponding control appeared in the
second half, and vice versa. Two versions of the task were con
structed with different orderings of the 30 items and of the re
sponse alternatives. The versions were alternated between adja
cently seated children in the group administration of the task.

The children were told that this task involved choosing mean
ings for words. Four demonstration items were presented. They
were told that they had to choose the best meaning for each word
and to consider all the alternatives carefully before giving a tick to
the best meaning. There were no speed requirements. The children
were told to take their time with the task. The task was carried out
at the end of the second test session so that it could not influence
performance on the sentence evaluation task.

son
next

_light
child

_push

sure
beach

_open
cold
certain

and two between-subjects variables, group (children
taught by phonics vs. nonphonics methods) and age (8
and ll-year-olds). See Table 2 for means and standard
deviations. There was a main effect of age [F( 1,126) =
27.60, MSe = 132.75,p < .001], performance being su
perior for the older children. There was also a main ef
fect of stimulus type [F(1,126) = 22.15, MSe = 39.25,
p < .001], with more errors for pseudohomophones than
for controls. However, there were significant interac
tions between age and stimulus type [F(l, 126) = 12.36,
MSe = 39.25,p <.001] and between group and stimulus
type [F(1,126) = 4.73, MSe = 39.25, p <.05]. These
were subsumed by a significant three-way interaction
between age, group, and stimulus type [F(l ,126) = 6.92,
MSe = 39.25, P <.01]. The main effect of group and the
group X age interaction were not significant. An analy
sis was also carried out with items as a random variate.
A significant three-way interaction between age, group,
and stimulus type was again found in this analysis
[F(l,38) = 16.44, MSe = 10.86,p <.001]. Tests ofsim
pie effects (planned comparisons) showed that the 8
year-old phonics-taught children were less accurate at
classifying pseudohomophones than at classifying
matched control nonwords [t( 126) = 6.31, p < .00 1, for
the analysis by subjects; t(38) = 9.60, p < .001, for the
analysis by items]. The 8-year-old nonphonics-taught
children and both groups of ll-year-olds showed no sig
nificant difference between the two stimulus types.

Pseudohomophone sentence evaluation task. A
three-way ANOVA was carried out on the percentage of
correct responses in the pseudohomophone sentence
evaluation task. See Table 2 for means and standard de
viations. A main effect of age was found [F(l,126) =

37.05, MSe = 252.25, P <.001], more accurate perfor
mance being obtained by the l l-year-olds, There was a
significant main effect of stimulus type [F( 1,126) =

29.24, MS e = 57.75, P <.001], but an interaction was
found between age and stimulus type [F(l, 126) = 12.91,
MSe = 57.75, P <.001]. No other effects were signifi
cant. In the analysis by items, there was also a significant

Table 2
Means and Standard Deviations for Percentage Correct Responses to Tasks in Experiment 1

8-Year-Olds 11-Year-Olds

Phonics Nonphonics Phonics Nonphonics

Task M SD M SD M SD M SD
Lexical decision

Pseudohomophones 80.3 15.5 87.8 1\.8 94.1 7.2 94.6 5.7
Control nonwords 90.5 10.6 90.5 7.5 94.7 5.9 95.9 7.1

Pseudohomophone
sentence evaluation
With pseudohomophone 76.2 18.8 79.0 17.4 90.9 9.4 95.1 7.0
With control nonword 84.2 15.9 88.0 13.5 94.7 7.0 94.7 5.7

Homophone sentence
evaluation
With homophone 57.8 14.9 59.1 14.4 66.9 15.3 75.0 16.4
With control word 83.6 14.2 82.0 13.6 90.3 8.0 9\.8 6.9

Word-meaning control
Homophones 7\.6 14.4 74.7 16.4 86.5 8.6 90.1 9.6
Control words 77.8 14.8 76.2 15.0 90.3 9.2 9\.0 6.7



interaction between age and stimulus type [F(1,38) =
5.68, MSe = 77.80, p < .025]. Tests of simple main ef
fects (planned comparisons) showed that both phonics
and nonphonics groups of8-year-olds were less accurate
at evaluating the sentences with a pseudohomophone
than at evaluating those with a matched control non
word. For the phonics-taught 8-year-olds, the simple
main effect was significant [t(126) = 4.08, p < .00 I, in
the analysis by subjects; 1(38) = 5.10, P < .00 I, in the
analysis by items). For the nonphonics-taught 8-year
olds, the effect was also significant [1(126) = 4.59, p <
.001, by subjects; 1(38) = 5.83, P < .001, by items). The 
phonics-taught II-year-olds also showed a significant
difference in the same direction [t( 126) = 2.09, P < .05,
by subjects; 1(38) = 2.55, p < .05, by items]. The dif
ference for the nonphonics-taught II-year-olds was not
significant.

Homophone sentence evaluation and word
meaning control tasks. A three-way analysis ofcovari
ance (ANCOYA) was carried out on the percentage of
correct responses in the homophone sentence evaluation
task. The intention of the covariate was to control for
any differences between the subject groups in any ho
mophony effect in the knowledge of the print forms and
meanings of the homophones and control items. Ho
mophony effects in the control task were very small
compared with the effects in the homophone sentence
evaluation task. Nevertheless, the control variable was
included as a covariate for a more precise analysis of the
group differences in the homophone sentence evalua
tion task. See Table 2 for means and standard deviations.
With this covariance adjustment, a main effect of age was
obtained [F(l,125) = 7.14, MSe = 208.00, p < .001],
with more accurate performance in the homophone sen
tence evaluation task by the II-year-olds. There was a
main effect of stimulus type [F(l, 125) = 228.36, MSe =
121.78, p <.00 I], less accurate performance being ob
tained when evaluating the sentences with homophones
than when evaluating the matched sentences in which
the critical word was a control for visual similarity (to
the unpresented homophone mate). No other main ef
fects or interactions were significant. A covariance
analysis with items as a random variate gave the same
significant main effects [for age, F( I,27) = 9.22, MSe =
124.04, P < .0 I; for stimulus type, F( I ,27) = 8.23,
MSe = 1,538.4I,p < .01]. There were no other signifi
cant effects. These results showed that there was a homo
phone effect in the sentence evaluation task after control
ling for variation in knowledge of identity and meanings
of the homophones and controls items. The effect did not
vary between the phonics and nonphonics groups.

A parallel three-way ANOYA by subjects was carried
out on the percentage of correct responses to the word
meaning control task, which was used as the covariate in
the above analysis. A main effect of age was obtained
[F(l, 126) = 58.70, MSe = 228.89, P < .00 I], with more
accurate performance by the II-year-olds. There was a
main effect of stimulus type [F( 1,126) = 10.11, MSe =
62.67, p < .01], less accurate performance being ob-
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tained in identifying the meanings of the homophones
than in identifying the meanings of the control words.
However, this was qualified by a marginally significant
interaction between subject groups and stimulus type
[F(l,126) = 3.64, MSe = 62.67, p = .06], indicating
that the phonics-taught children had more difficulty than
did the nonphonics-taught children in identifying the
meanings of homophones, relative to control words. No
other main effects or interactions were significant. An
ANOYA by items gave a similar main effect of age
[F(I,28) = 49.16, MSe = 125.00, p < .001], but the
main effect of stimulus type was not significant. As in
the analysis by subjects, there was a marginally signifi
cant interaction between subject groups and stimulus
type [F(l,28) = 3.85, MS e = 40.45, p = .06]. There
were no other significant main effects or interactions in
the analysis by items. The obtained marginally significant
interactions with the subject groups justified the need to
use the variable as a covariate in analyzing the group dif
ferences in the homophone sentence evaluation task.

Discussion
In the pseudohomophone sentence evaluation task, 8

year-old learners erroneously accepted as making sense
more of the sentences with a pseudohomophone than of
those with a nonhomophonic control nonword. The two
types of nonwords were matched on visual similarity to
the real print words. The extent of this homophony effect
did not vary according to the type of reading instruction
the learners had received, although they showed marked
variation in the extent of the homophony effect on the
same nonwords in the lexical decision task. Those re
ceiving explicit phonics instruction showed the effect in
the lexical decision task, whereas those not receiving
such instruction did not. These results indicate that, ir
respective of the type of reading instruction children re
ceive, they can make prelexical use of phonology in a
task involving reading sentences for meaning. Why is
this the case when, in the lexical decision task, which
employs isolated words rather than sentences, learners
not receiving phonics instruction showed no prelexical
use of phonology? It appears that the inclusion of phon
ics as a component of reading instruction tends to in
crease the learner's attempts at obtaining reading re
sponses by the prelexical use of phonology, even when
such attempts are inappropriate, such as when making
decisions on the lexical status of pseudohomophones
(i.e., in the lexical decision task). Nevertheless, learners
who have not received phonics instruction are able to
make pre lexical use of phonology when information
from semantic and syntactic context is also available, as
in reading sentences for meaning. They showed as many
erroneous acceptances of the same pseudohomophones
in sentences as did learners who had received phonics
tuition. As expected, on the basis of the Patterson and
Coltheart (1987) account, phonics instruction had no in
fluence on the use of phonology in a homophone sen
tence evaluation task with embedded word homophones
with irregular spelling-to-sound correspondences.
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The more skilled l l-year-old readers appeared to be
at a ceiling performance level, 95% accuracy (19 of 20
items correct), in the lexical decision task. In the pseudo
homophone sentence evaluation task, the same ceiling
level was reached by the l l-year-old nonphonics-taught
subjects; however, the phonics-taught ll-year-olds were
not quite at ceiling, because they erroneously accepted
more sentences with pseudohomophones than those with
matched nonwords. Such an effect has previously been
reported for ll-year-old subjects receiving phonics in
struction (Johnston et al., 1987).

Experiment 1 has shown that learners can use phonol
ogy prelexically in a reading-for-meaning task and that
it is a phenomenon not restricted to learners who have
been exposed to a particular type of reading instruction.
The results of Experiment 1 therefore support the con
clusion of V Coltheart et al. (1988), at least for re
sponses to sentences containing a nonword. For more
skilled readers, the results are not conclusive, since the
relevant reading-for-meaning task is subject to a perfor
mance ceiling effect in such readers.

The findings also reveal a new phenomenon. Unlike
learners who have had explicit phonics instruction, those
who have not are apparently able to shut out the activa
tion ofphonology sufficiently to be unaffected by it when
responding to items isolated from sentence context, as in
the pseudohomophone lexical decision task. They ap
parently respond exclusively on the basis of stored or
thographic lexical representations that do not involve
phonology. However, when the same items are in mean
ingful sentence contexts, the same learners do not shut
out the activation of phonology. The reason may be that
the activation is necessarily involved in postlexical sen
tence processing. Once so activated, learners use the
phonological information, at least in part, when re
sponding to pseudohomophones in sentence contexts.

In Experiment 1, the intention was to examine the
prelexical function of phonological codes in reading
sentences for meaning. Phonology may also serve the
function of access to lexical meanings or of postlexical
sentence processing. Experiment 2 was conducted to
examine such use by learners in similar reading-for
meaning tasks but without the inclusion of nonwords.
The intention was to distinguish between the function of
phonology in access to lexical meanings and in postlex
ical sentence processing.

EXPERIMENT 2

The first objective of Experiment 2 was to examine
the phonological influence of homophones when sen
tence processing is required and when it is not. This in
volved the determination of the readers' rejection rate of
sentences with a semantically inappropriate homo
phone, as in Experiment 1 (e.g., "The son is shining in
the sky"; i.e., homophone sentence evaluation task), and
also their rejection rate of single words or short phrases
as being similar in meaning to the same target homo
phones. In the latter task, for the target son, for example,

subjects decided whether or not the members of the pair
son-light express similar meanings (homophone se
mantic decision task). In each task, the phonological ef
fects will be shown by lower rejection rates relative to vi
sual similarity control items. If the phonological effect
that occurs in the homophone sentence evaluation task is
due exclusively to postlexical sentence processing, then
no such effect would be expected in the homophone se
mantic decision task, which does not involve sentence
processing. If, on the contrary, an effect is obtained in
both tasks, then this would suggest that phonology has a
function other than postlexical sentence processing. The
function of access to lexical meanings is then a possible
candidate, since this is required in both tasks.

Instances of correct rejection of homophones also
need explanation. One explanation of correct responses
is use of a direct-access route from the stored ortho
graphic representation of the word to the lexical mean
ing (e.g., from the word son to the meaning "child").
With direct access, the meaning "light" would not be ac
tivated, because no phonological representation of sun
would be involved, so the sentence "The son is shining
in the sky" would be correctly rejected. This explana
tion would be compatible with several versions of dual
route theory (Baron, 1977; M. Coltheart, 1978, 1980;
McCusker, Hillinger, & Bias, 1981). There are alterna
tive proposals that allow for more varied parallel pro
cessing procedures, including the three-route model of
Patterson and Coltheart (1987), the Van Orden et al.
(1990) covariant learning proposal, and the Jared and
Seidenberg (1991) elaboration of the Seidenberg and
McClelland (1989) model of direct and phonological
routes to meaning. They allow not only for the possibil
ity that lexical meanings can be accessed via the phono
logical representation of a print word but also for the
possibility that, where multiple homophonic meanings
are as a consequence activated, as with homophones, a
spelling-check procedure can be used to determine
which lexical meaning applies. For example, in the case
of the print stimulus son, if the meanings "child" and
"light" are both activated, the stored spellings associated
with each lexical meaning could be checked against the
print stimulus, a mismatch leading to a rejection of that
associated meaning (see Figure I). It is proposed that
such spelling checks would be more effective the lower
the threshold for activation of the mismatched ortho
graphic representation (i.e., SUN, activated by the lexical
meaning "light") relative to the threshold for the matched
orthographic representation (i.e., SON, activated by the
other lexical meaning "child").2 High word frequency
would give some indication of low threshold. Hence, it
would be expected that if such spelling checks can func
tion in reading, then performance on the semantic deci
sion task would be more accurate the greater the positive
difference between (1) the word frequency of the corre
sponding homophone (not presented; e.g., sun, which is
homophonic with the stimulus word son), and (2) the fre
quency of the stimulus word. If, also in the homophone
sentence evaluation task, the phonological effect were at
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least partly due to processes of access of the lexical
meaning of the homophone in the sentences, then simi
lar relationships between performance and word fre
quency would be expected.

The spelling-check procedure described here is essen
tially the same as that proposed and examined by
Van Orden (1987). It has also been extensively inves
tigated by Jared and Seidenberg (1991) for skilled read
ers. As evidence, however, these investigators used indi
vidual frequency levels ofthe stimuli and corresponding
homophone mates rather than the differences between
these frequencies, as used here. These differences are seen
as appropriate evidence, since the procedure postulated
for the spelling-check procedure (Van Orden, 1987) gives
precedence to the orthographic representation that is
the most highly activated among the candidate represen
tations, which will be the stimulus and its homophone
mate.

Under the explanation that correct responses result
only from direct-access connections between the stored
orthographic representation and word meaning, no such
frequency relationships would be expected involving the
corresponding unpresented homophone mates. It would
be expected that, because of the greater opportunity to
acquire direct access connections to lexical meanings,
high-frequency stimulus words would result in higher
decision accuracy than would low-frequency words on
both the homophone semantic decision task and the ho
mophone sentence evaluation task. The second objective
of Experiment 2 was to examine these relationships be
tween homophone word frequency and item accuracy. It
was not possible to manipulate word frequency as levels
in an ANOVA design in these experiments because the
set of irregular homophone words in the print vocabu
laries oflearners is very small. The words used in the ex
periments exhaust nearly the entire set of suitable words
that are homophonic in both Scottish and New Zealand

English and for which there are suitable words that can
serve as controls for visual similarity.

Method
Subjects. The results of Experiment I showed that readers re

ceiving each kind of instruction did not vary in the extent of the
phonological effect in the homophone sentence evaluation task.
Hence, in Experiment 2, the kind of instruction the readers re
ceived was not a variable. One hundred and eighty-two children (8
and II years old) were initially tested from the same schools in
New Zealand employed in Experiment 1. Reading-attainment lev
els were assessed by the same test. Low-achievement and superior
readers were excluded, as were non-Caucasian children. The sub
jects were selected to match the ages and reading-attainment lev
els in Experiment I. The 8-year-old sample, comprising 14 girls
and 17 boys, had a mean chronological age of 8.7 years (SD =
0.31) and a mean reading age of 8.7 years (SD = 0.94). The 11
year-old sample, comprising 25 girls and 23 boys, had a mean
chronological age of 11.7 years (SD = 0.27) and a mean reading
age of 11.7 years (SD = 1.42).

Homophone sentence evaluation task. The homophone sen
tence evaluation task was the same as that in Experiment I. The
first section of the task was administered first in the testing session
and the second section following administration of the test ofread
ing attainment. The results of the word-meaning control task in
Experiment I showed that for both age groups of New Zealand sub
jects, performance on the homophones and the visual similarity
control words was closely matched, indicating equivalent levels of
difficulty for identification of the print word meanings. Because
the subjects for Experiment 2 were of closely similar ages and
reading-attainment levels and were drawn from the same schools
as those in Experiment 1, it was not considered necessary to repeat
the word-meaning control task in this experiment.

Homophone semantic decision task. Each of the homophone
and visual similarity control words from the preceding task were
presented along with a word or short phrase. This represented the
meaning for which the homophone or control word was inappro
priate in the sentence of the evaluation task. For example, two cor
responding items were:

son-light _
sure-light _

Stimulus BOO

1
SUN
A
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-light"

IBAnI

/~
"child"

T~
I,
I
I

I
Stored word meanings

Stored lexical phonological representation

Stored orthographic representations of words

Key: ----?- Transfer of il1fonnalion activated from the stimulus

__ + Spello. check

Figure I. Example of postulated spelling-check procedure that can be used in word identifica
tion for reading.
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The subject ticked the item if a matching meaning was given or
marked it with a cross if the meaning did not match. The purpose
of the task was to examine homophony effects on access to lexical
meanings of the target homophones when removed from their sen
tence contexts. For this reason, it differed in several respects from
the semantic decision task employed by Van Orden (1987),
Van Orden et al. (1988), and Jared and Seidenberg (\ 991). In their
task, a decision was made on whether a word was an example of a
previously named category.

There were 15 items for the homophones and 15 for the control
words. They are listed in Appendix E. Thirty filler items with cor
rect meanings were constructed. Sixteen of these compnsed Items
that could be related in pairs (e.g., speed-go fast, speed-quick),
and the remaining items were unrelated (e.g., grow-get bigger,
discover-find). No more than three successive items were homo
phones or controls, and no more than three successive items were
fillers. Ifone item of a related pair appeared in the first half of the
60 items, then the corresponding item appeared in the second half,
and vice versa. Two versions were used, as in the preceding task.

The children were instructed that they were to decide whether
the meanings given for each word were close or whether they were
wrong. Four demonstration items were presented and, when a ho
mophone item appeared in these, the experimenter said, "~hat

sounds all right, but this word is spelt wrongly for that meanmg.
So it gets a cross." The children read silently and were told to do
the task as accurately and as fast as they could.

Results and Discussion
Phonological effects of the tasks. A two-way (age

X stimulus type) ANCOVA was carried out on the per
centage ofcorrect responses in the homophone sentence
evaluation task, controlling for any phonological effects
in the homophone semantic decision task (as covariate).
See Table 3 for means and standard deviations. With the
covariate adjustment, the main effect of age was not sig
nificant [F(l,76) = 2.94, MSe = 170.65, P > .05]. There
was a main effect of stimulus type [F(I,76) = 39.07,
MSe = 85.32, P <.001], perfor~ance being less acc~

rate in evaluation of sentences WIthhomophones than In

evaluation of the matched sentences with words control
ling for visual similarity. This main effect accounted for
62% ofthe total within-subject adjusted variance, whereas
it accounted for 92% of the total within-subject unad
justed variance. With the covariate adjustment, there was
a significant interaction between age and stimulus type
[F(l,76) = 12.12, MSe = 85.32,p <.001]. The adjusted
mean percentage correct responses to sentences with ho
mophones was 62% for 8-year-olds and 72% for 11
year-olds, with the adjusted means for the contro! sen
tences being 88% for both age groups. However, In the
covariance analysis by items (matched pairs of homo
phone and visual similarity control items), th~ i~t~rac

tion between age and stimulus type was not significant
[F(I,41) = 2.76, MSe = 117.90, P > .05]. The m~in .e~

feet of age in this analysis by items was also not signifi
cant[F(I,41)< I,MSe = 117.90], but the main effect of
stimulus type was [F(l,41) = 8.05, MSe = 117.90, P <
.01].

A two-way (age X stimulus type) ANOVA was con
ducted on the percentage of correct responses in the ho
mophone semantic decision task, used as a covariate in
the above analysis. See Table 3 for means and standard

deviations. There was a main effect of stimulus type
[F(l,77) = 119.23, MSe = 70.66, P < .001], perfor
mance being less accurate in decisions on homophones
than on the control words matched on visual similarity.
The main effect ofage was significant [F( I ,77) = 35.60,
MSe = 209.76,p < .001], performance being more accu
rate by the l l-year-olds than by the 8-year-olds. The i.n
teraction between age and stimulus type was not signif
icant. In the analysis by items (matched pairs), there were
significant main effects of stimulus type [F(I,42) =
14.45, MSe = 235.57, P < .001] and age (F(l,42) =

12.72, MSe = 235.57,p < .001]. The interaction was not
significant.

There were large phonological effects in both the ho
mophone semantic decision and homophone sentence
evaluation tasks (Table 3). A covariance analysis shows
that, if a linear relationship is assumed, the homophony
effect ofthe semantic decision task did not fully account
for that in the homophone sentence evaluation task.
Whether or not the assumption ofthis relationship is ac
cepted, it is clear from the large homophony effect in the
semantic decision task that these phonological effects
are not due exclusively to postlexical sentence process
ing (for segments larger than a short phrase). Hence,
other functions of phonology that belong to the seman
tic decision task, such as access to lexical meanings, are
not excluded by the results. Further evidence was ob
tained by examining the relationships between homo
phone word frequency and item accuracy.

Homophone frequency and item accuracy. To pro
vide a measure amenable to linear correlation statistics,
a logarithmic transformation, loglo (f + 10), of the raw
word frequencies, 1, was made. For each item, a fre
quency difference was calculated by subtracting the
transformed frequency measure for the stimulus word
(e.g., son) from that for the corresponding appropriate
homophone mate (e.g., sun, not presented). This differ
ence variable was calculated for each of the homophone
words (M = -0.004, SD = 0.89) and for the visual sim
ilarity control words (M = 0.084, SD = 0.76) of the
homophone semantic decision task. Both means were
close to zero and, in each case, there were seven negative
and eight positive values. The two components of this
relative frequency variable were uncorrelated for the ho
mophone words (r = .04 over items). The means of these

Table 3
Means and Standard Deviations for Percentage Correct

Responses to Tasks in Experiment 2

8-Year-Olds 11-Year-Olds

Task M SD M SD

Homophone
sentence evaluation
With homophone 57.4 14.7 76.1 16.8
With control word 84.5 11.7 91.5 7.\

Homophone
semantic decision
Homophones 65.8 14.4 81.3 13.3
Controls 82.2 13.3 94.9 6.2



log frequencies did not differ, being 1.81 (SD = 0.57)
for the homophone stimulus words and 1.82 (SD = 0.72)
for the corresponding (unpresented) homophone mates.
The mean for the control stimulus words was 1.73 (SD =
0.67), which was not significantly different from that for
the homophone stimulus words [/(14) = 0.41]. The same
frequency variables also applied to the items of the ho
mophone sentence evaluation task. Results on this task
were also available from Experiment 1.

Item response accuracy was measured by the un
weighted average over age groups (and also national
groups in Experiment I) of the percentage of subjects in
each group correctly responding to the item. In Experi
ment I, the means and standard deviations calculated
over items for percentage response accuracy on the ho
mophone sentence evaluation task were 64.6% (SD =
25.5) for the homophone sentences and 86.4% (SD =
11.8) for the controls. In Experiment 2, they were 66.7%
(SD = 25.3) and 88.1 % (SD = 13.5), respectively. In the
homophone semantic decision task of Experiment 2, they
were 73.5% (SD = 20.9) and 88.6% (SD = 10.5). These
item response accuracy measures were correlated with
the frequency variables of the items. The results are
given in Table 4.

As in the previously reported findings on learners' re
sponses to the homophone sentence evaluation task
(V Coltheart et al., 1988), the correlation between log
frequency of the stimulus homophone and item accuracy
was nonsignificant. Relative frequencies were not re
ported in that study. There are no previous results on the
homophone semantic decision task used here. The only
obtained correlations having significant nonzero values
are those between homophone item accuracy and the rel
ative frequency variable, calculated for the difference in
frequency between the corresponding homophone mate
(not presented) and the stimulus homophone (0 - b in
Table 4). These were positive correlations and exceeded
.50 for the sentence evaluation task as well as the homo
phone semantic decision task. Thus, the higher the fre
quency of the unpresented homophone mate relative to
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the frequency of the stimulus homophone, the less likely
is the stimulus to be confused with its homophonic mate.
The respective correlations for the visual similarity con
trol items were close to zero. These correlation results
for the control items in both tasks are particularly im
portant because they make improbable an alternative in
terpretation of the results for the experimental homo
phone items. The correlation results for the experimental
items cannot be due simply to the readers rejecting print
stimuli with which they are unfamiliar-that is, rejecting
low-frequency stimulus words and, hence, being partic
ularly accurate on these without engaging in a spelling
check procedure. If this were the case, a similar result
should have occurred for the control items, since these
do not differ from the homophone items in mean log fre
quency, and the variance of the controls is at least as
large. Furthermore, in the word-meaning control task of
Experiment 1, an analysis over items showed that homo
phone stimulus and control words were at equivalent lev
els of difficulty for the readers' identification of print
word meanings. Mean accuracy was not significantly
different [t(14) = 0.65].

Moreover, the experimental correlation results are not
due simply to the subjects accepting a stimulus word be
cause they are unfamiliar with the print form of what
would be the appropriate word (homophone mate) in
stead of the stimulus. The prediction from the spelling
check procedure is that low accuracy will not generally
occur in such cases but only when the experimental
stimulus word is of higher frequency than the unpre
sented homophone mate. The correlation results are
consistent with this prediction. Furthermore, the predic
tion also is that low accuracy will not generally occur
when the experimental stimulus words are of high fre
quency. If the reader were simply accepting these as fa
miliar print stimuli and not engaging in a spelling-check
process, then the correlation results obtained for the ex
perimental items should also be apparent in the control
items. Although the variance for accuracy on the control
items is less than that for the experimental items, this

Table 4
Linear Product-Moment Correlations Between Frequency Variables and Average

Percentage Accuracy of Task Items, Combined Across Groups

Frequency Variables
--_.

Corresponding Homophone Stimulus Homophone/Control
Task Items a h a - h

Homophone Sentence Evaluation

Experiment I
Homophone .31 -45 .53*
Control .12 .06 .07

Experiment 2
Homophone .36 -40 .53*
Control .21 14 08

Homophone Semantic Decision
Experiment 2

Homophone .33 -43 .54*
Control .30 .23 .08_._----

*p < .05.
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does not account for the near-zero correlations for the
controls (Table 4). The three correlations for the experi
mental items when adjusted to the lower variance of the
controls are in the range of .28 to .32, not the .07 and .08
obtained for the controls. The obtained effects would
seem to be explainable only by some process that is spe
cific to phonological representations for the words. The
spelling-check procedure is such a process, and it also
predicts the obtained pattern of relationships between
performance and relative word frequencies in both the
homophone sentence evaluation task and the semantic
decision task. The several plausible alternative response
procedures considered above do not predict the obtained
pattern ofrelationships, nor are they procedures specific
to the phonological representations of the words.

The question remains whether, as expected, phonol
ogy serves functions that include accessing lexical
meanings. The alternative possibility is that phonology
exclusively serves postlexical functions. There are re
sults that render this alternative improbable in the ho
mophone semantic decision task. If subjects use phonol
ogy for access to lexical meanings, then in order to
enable them to distinguish between several activated ho
mophonic meanings, it is expected that a spelling-check
procedure is used. Homophonic print stimuli that are vi
sually very similar to their unpresented homophonic
mates would be more likely to fail to be detected as mis
matches in the spelling-check procedure than would
stimuli that are visually less similar. Hence, it would be
expected that there would be a significant negative cor
relation between such visual similarity (Weber index)
and item accuracy. This was the result obtained in the
homophone semantic decision task (r = - .58 over
items,p < .025). This influence of visual similarity indi
cates involvement of orthographic representations of
words and, hence, of lexical access. Moreover, it is an
effect specific to the homophone stimuli, as indicated by
the fact that it did not occur for the visual control items
(r = + .20, P >.05), for the correlation between control
item accuracy and visual similarity (between the control
word and the unpresented homophonic mate of the
matched homophone). It should be noted that the means
and variances of visual similarity are matched between
homophone and control words (see Experiment 1 for
values). The influence of visual similarity in the homo
phone items is an effect involving phonology in the pro
cesses of access to lexical meanings of print words. In
contrast to performance on the homophone semantic de
cision task, performance on the homophone sentence
evaluation task is expected to be influenced by postlexi
cal functions of sentence processing as well as lexical ac
cess functions of phonology. The large component of a
postlexical sentence processing function in the homo
phone sentence evaluation task could be expected to
weaken the negative correlation between visual similar
ity and item accuracy, since accuracy would show the in
fluence of postlexical sentence processing as well as the
influence of processes oflexical access that are affected
by visual similarity. Such a result was obtained. In the

homophone sentence evaluation task, r = - .42, P > .05,
for the correlation between visual similarity and item
accuracy. For the controls, r = + .24. For the same task
in Experiment 1, r = - .42, for homophones, and r =

+ .02, for controls.
The complete set ofobtained relationships are consis

tent with those expected iflexical meanings are at times
accessed via phonology, but, where multiple homophonic
meanings are activated, a spelling-check procedure is
applied by the learner. The results are not consistent with
the account that correct responses to print word homo
phones were exclusively due to direct access of the word
meaning from the activated orthographic representation
of the word. If this were the case, a significant positive
correlation between homophone stimulus frequency and
item accuracy would have been expected in the homo
phone semantic decision task. The obtained correlation
was not significant (Table 4). Moreover, the significant
relative word-frequency effect and visual similarity ef
fect, which were specific to the use ofphonology, are not
compatible with the exclusive direct-access account.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

A conclusion ofExperiment 1 is that, by the time chil
dren are 8 years old, they show the effects of the use of
phonology in sentence-reading tasks, regardless of
whether their reading instruction has included explicit
phonics tuition that is directed toward the prelexical use
of phonology. Although V Coltheart and Laxon (1990)
did not have a comparison of 8-year-olds taught with
and without phonics, our findings are consistent with
their results, insofar as their 7- and 8-year-old subjects
who were taught without explicit phonics showed the ef
fects of prelexical as well as lexical or postlexical func
tions of phonology. However, in their examination of
three groups of 6-year-old subjects, those that received
teaching without an emphasis on explicit phonics tuition
failed to show the effect of prelexical use of phonology,
although they did show the other effects. The 6-year
olds exposed to phonics, like the older children, showed
both kinds of effects. In view of these results and those
of Experiment 1, it appears that, in children older than 6
years, the effects of phonology in reading sentences for
meaning are independent of exposure to phonics in
struction. Such is not the case, however, in reading tasks
involving items out of sentence context. Although not
examined by V Coltheart and Laxon (1990), such a task
was included in the present study. In Experiment 1, the
8-year-old learners with phonics instruction showed the
influence of the pre lexical use of phonology in the
pseudohomophone lexical decision task, whereas those
without phonics did not show an influence. In this lexi
cal decision task, the prelexical function ofphonology is
unnecessary and indeed inappropriate. Hence, the learn
ers without phonics showed a more mature level of per
formance on the task than did those taught explicit phon
ics. This was not simply due to the children without
phonics being unable to use phonology pre lexically.



They did show some such use in responding to the same
pseudohomophone and control nonword items when em
bedded in sentences (Experiment 1). Although informa
tion from the sentence context was available to con
tribute to reading responses in this task, this was not
sufficient by itself to explain the phonological effect,
since the control nonwords, which were matched for vi
sual similarity to words, were also embedded in such
contexts. In learners, the prelexical use of phonology in
responding to sentences with an embedded pseudo
homophone appears to be a phenomenon not restricted
to those exposed to a particular method of reading in
struction. These new observations suggest that, for all
learners, phonology becomes a necessary component in
sentence processing; they cannot shut off the influence.
However, learners who receive reading instruction with
out explicit phonics are apparently able to shut off the in
fluence of phonology in the pseudohomophone lexical
decision task in which items are presented out of sen
tence context and respond exclusively on the basis of
stored orthographic lexical representations that do not
involve phonology. For these learners, the prelexical use
of phonology is under strategic control. Although
phonological information is not appropriate to accuracy
in this task, the learners receiving explicit phonics did
not shut off the influence of phonology. For these chil
dren, who were systematically taught a strategy of
prelexical use of phonology, there was apparently a re
luctance to shut down such a strategy even when it was
not appropriate for the task.

There is, however, another potential interpretation of
the results that needs to be considered. The spelling-check
procedure that has been described for the sentence eval
uation task could also operate in the pseudohomophone
lexical decision task. On the pseudohomophone items, a
lexical meaning can be activated via the phonological
representation of the word homophonic with the pseudo
homophone. This activated meaning can then be the
basis ofa spelling check if the stored spelling associated
with that lexical meaning is checked against the stimu
lus pseudohomophone. This procedure, if used, would
facilitate rejection of pseudohomophones but would not
have any direct effect on responses to the visual similar
ity control nonwords. The result would be a reduction in
the false positive responses to pseudohomophones. This
would suggest that the subjects who received no explicit
phonics instruction might be superior to the phonics
trained subjects at using a spelling-check procedure,
which would reduce the false positive errors that would
otherwise arise from exclusive prelexical use of phonol
ogy in this task. However, if the nonphonics subjects
were more generally inclined to use (or were more pro
ficient at using) a spelling-check procedure, then they
would be expected also to show an advantage over the
phonics subjects in terms of lower false positive re
sponses in both the homophone and the pseudohomo
phone sentence evaluation tasks. The results from Ex
periment 1 for both sentence evaluation tasks, however,
showed the same level of false positive responses, rela-
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tive to visual similarity controls, for the learners with
and without explicit phonics instruction. There were no
significant subject group differences. It may be argued,
though, that the 8-year-old phonics subjects made use of
a spelling-check procedure in both sentence evaluation
tasks but not in the lexical decision task. This seems im
probable if it is considered that a spelling-check or simi
lar verification procedure is not completely automatic and
thus requires attentional resources (Stone & Van Orden,
1989, 1993). The sentence evaluation tasks are more
complex than the lexical decision task and presumably
have more overall attentional demands arising from sen
tence processing. Hence, greater attentional resources
would be available for using a spelling-check procedure
in the lexical decision task than in the sentence evalua
tion tasks. The interpretation preferred here for the effect
ofphonics reading instruction on the pseudohomophone
lexical decision task performance of the 8-year-olds is
more straightforward. Those learners receiving explicit
phonics instruction did not shut down a taught strategy
for the prelexical use ofphonology when it was inappro
priate to the task, whereas those without this instruction
had acquired some such strategy but more readily shut it
down when inappropriate to the task.

In a theoretical account of any cognitive skill, one of
the important issues is how the acquired skill is linked
with existing knowledge and skills. When the child is ac
quiring orthographic representations of words, the
meanings of most of these words will be available to the
child in previously stored knowledge. An important
question is how these word meanings are accessed by the
new skill of reading. What permanent links are formed
between the newly acquired and stored orthographic rep
resentation of words and existing stored representations
of word meanings? (Procedures that may be used tem
porarily to assist in forming such links-for example, by
prelexical use of phonology-are another matter.) There
are two principal possibilities. The first is that a direct
pathway is formed between the new orthographic repre
sentation of the print word and the existing representa
tions of the meaning(s) of the word, bypassing connec
tions with the existing representation of phonology of
the word. The second possibility is that access to word
meaning is made via the existing phonological repre
sentation of word or morpheme, and this is then the
point of access of the new skill of print word identifica
tion to existing knowledge of meanings of words. It may
remain so as the skill develops. The evidence presented
here suggests that the second possibility operates at least
some of the time.

Our results show that, at least on some occasions, in
judging the meaning of sentences children access
phonology prior to activating the meaning of a word.
There is evidence that when multiple meanings are acti
vated by the phonology common to pairs of homophonic
words, a spelling-check procedure is activated. The pro
portion of errors that occur on the occasions when the
connection to meaning via phonology is activated would
be reduced by the spelling-check procedure, leading to
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the observed correlations between relative word fre
quency of presented and unpresented homophone mates
and accuracy of performance on items of the sentence
evaluation and the semantic decision tasks. Where the
inappropriate presented homophone is of lower fre
quency than its unpresented but appropriate homophone
mate, the child is better able to correctly reject the sen
tence and make a correct semantic decision. It thus ap
pears that phonologically activated representations and
the subsequent spelling-check procedure are involved in
accessing lexical meanings of homophones in the sen
tence evaluation and semantic decision tasks. Neverthe
less, because not all relevant variance has been fully ac
counted for in the present experiments, the results do not
exclude the likelihood that a direct connection to mean
ing may also operate in parallel with these phonological
and spelling-check pathways.

Our finding that, on some occasions, learners access
phonology prior to activating the meanings of words is
compatible with the three-route account of Patterson and
Coltheart (1987), the Van Orden et al. (1990) covariant
learning proposal, and the Jared and Seidenberg (1991)
account. Although in the first account the phonological
representations that are activated prior to lexical mean
ing can be either "assembled" or "addressed" phonol
ogy, the conceptions of print-to-sound connections in
the other accounts do not provide the distinction of ex
clusively "addressed" phonology. The present data do
not adjudicate on this point. While words with irregular
spelling-to-sound correspondences were employed in
both experiments, results with such words can be claimed
not to exclude the influence of the prelexical function of
phonology (Van Orden et aI., 1990).

The spelling-check procedure proposed here is essen
tially the verification process proposed by Van Orden
(1987) and derived from Rubenstein, Lewis, and Ruben
stein (1971), in which a phonologically activated candi
date set of lexical meaning representations is subjected
to checking processes based on visual-orthographic
codes. Jared and Seidenberg (1991) concluded that such
a spelling check is not obligatory in the process of word
identification of nonhomophones nor even all cases of
homophony. They provided evidence consistent with the
use of such a verification process by skilled adult read
ers, but only for their responses to low-frequency homo
phones when the task requires rejection of stimulus
meanings. The present results do not discriminate on this
question. However, Experiment 2 has provided new ob
servations that learners, when they make correct re
sponses to homophones, are not doing so exclusively by
direct connections between orthography and lexical
meanings. The results show they make some consider
able use ofphonology for access to lexical meanings, in
sofar as this use requires a spelling-check procedure to
obtain accurate responses. It has thus been shown that
success in use of such a spelling-check procedure is not
restricted to the skilled reader.

Nevertheless, the phonological effects in sentence
evaluations found in Experiment 2 probably cannot be

entirely accounted for in terms of processes for access
ing lexical meanings. There was a larger phonological
effect in performance on the sentence evaluation task
than on the semantic decision task, which did not involve
sentence processing. This difference possibly reflects the
operation of postlexical phonological short-term stor
age. As the homophone item is read, orthographic, pho
nological, and semantic information would be activated.
This information would be placed in temporary storage
during reading of the sentence but, on some occasions,
the orthographic and semantic information would decay
before the phonological. Hence, some sentences would
be accepted as correct because of the way they sounded.
It can be concluded that (I) in silent reading ofsentences
for meaning, learners 8 years of age and older show ef
fects of phonology, (2) these effects are found indepen
dentlyof how subjects have been taught to read, and (3) the
effects are indicative ofsome use ofphonology in access
ing lexical meanings as well as in any temporary postlex
ical storage for sentence processing. Moreover, learners
as young as 8 years are effective in using a spelling
check procedure to facilitate access to lexical meanings
of print words.

There are some implications of the findings for read
ing instruction. The results have indicated that phonol
ogy is used by learners during reading to access lexical
meanings, in addition to any use of direct pathways that
exclude phonology. Hence, an instuctional program may
be unrealistic if one of its aims is to have readers access
ing lexical meanings exclusively by the direct-access
pathway between stored lexical orthographic representa
tions and lexical meanings. It is suggested that allowance
should be made for the involvement of phonology in the
pathway between lexical orthographic representations
and lexical meanings, as well as for the direct-access path
way and the prelexical print-to-sound pathway.
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NOTES

I. In a preliminary experiment on the pseudohomophone lexical de
cision task (Experiment I), both accuracy and reaction times were
recorded for phonics-taught British 8-year-olds (n = 20), l l-year-olds
(n = 20), and adults (n = 18). Pseudohomophones were rejected as
quickly as visual control nonwords, there being no main effect in the
reaction times for stimulus type (F < I), and no interaction between
subject group and stimulus type (F < I). However, as far as accuracy
was concerned, there was an interaction between groups and stimulus
type [F(2,55) = 5.10, MSc = 412.34, p < .01]. Newman-Keuls tests
showed that only the 8-year-olds made more errors to pseudohomo
phones than to visual control nonwords.

2. There may also be cases in which there is no adequate ortho
graphic representation for the stimulus word (e.g., son), but, in spite of
the stimulus having irregular spelling-to-sound correspondence,
prelexical phonological mediation may enable activation of the appro
priate stored lexical phonological representation. At the same time,
however, there is in such cases an adequate orthographic representation
available for the mismatched word (e.g., sun). The same predictions
concerning relative word frequencies would apply to these cases.

(Continued on next page)
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APPENDIX A
Pseudohomophone and Matched Control Nonword Items

in the Pseudohomophone Lexical Decision Task

Pseudohomophones

loe
hoase
wosp
moove
gon
luv
poast
hoam
wotch
boath
teech
gole
bild
bloan
blud
wosh
oan
wurd
tutch
coff

Control Nonwords

coe
loase
gosp
doove
bon
druv
loast
soam
cotch
moath
spreed
brode
brise
doan
blum
mosh
goan
lurd
cutch
boff

APPENDIXB
Pseudohomophone Sentences and Matched Control Nonword Sentences

in the Pseudohomophone Sentence Evaluation Task

Sentences With a Pseudohomophone

The sun is loe in the sky.
The hoase was turned on.
That wosp might try to sting you.
Can I moove your books?
All the sweets have gon.
Do you luv your brother?
Can you poast this letter?
This is my hoam.
He has broken his wotch.
Boath of you are to blame.
Can you teech me how to swim?
He scored a gole.
We are going to bild a house.
The roof has bloan away.
There is blud on the floor.
You must wosh your face.
I have my oan bike.
Can you read this wurd?
Don't tutch the wet paint.
I have a very bad coff.

Sentences With a Control Nonword

The coe had a calf.
Do not loase your pocket money.
I had to gosp for my breath.
The doove flew away today.
The dog ate his bon.
I druv there very quickly.
She has loast her bag.
Give me soam tea.
Can I cotch the ball?
The moath flew into the air.
Can I spreed butter on my bread?
The river was brode.
He has a brise on his knee.
She fell doan the stairs.
The flowers are in blum early.
Can you mosh the potatoes?
The children have goan away.
The lurd visited the town.
Sit down on the cutch,
The boff of the tree broke.

APPENDIXC
Homophone Sentences and Matched Control Sentences in the Homophone Sentence Evaluation Task

Homophone Sentences Control Sentences

He through away his apple. He though away his apple.
The driver will be build for the damage to the car. The driver will be bald for the damage to the car.
The son is shining in the sky. The sure is shining in the sky.
The cows went with the rest of the heard. The cows went with the rest of the head.
The people were happy to be at piece after the war. The people were happy to be at pierce after the war.
The driver pushed on the break to stop. The driver pushed on the breath to stop.
There was won train during the next hour. There was once train during the next hour.
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Appendix C (Continued)

Homophone Sentences

He hammered in the steak to hold the rope for
the tent.

The young soldier was a bowled fighter.
She had not scene the book before.
The mayor was sold to the farmer.
Mother is ceiling the letter ready to post it.
The old people liked to talk about what

they did in the passed.
The boy did not know, so he guest an answer.
There were puddles on the ground after the

reign came down.

APPENDlXD
Items ofthe Word-Meaning Control Task

Control Sentences

He hammered in the stalk to hold the rope for
the tent.

The young soldier was a both fighter.
She had not sewn the book before.
The major was sold to the farmer.
Mother is scalding the letter ready to post it.
The old people liked to talk about what they did in

the path.
The boy did not know, so he guarded an answer.
There were puddles on the ground after the the

ruin came down.

Appendix D (Continued)

Homophone Items Matched Control Items Homophone Items Matched Control Items

through though bowled both
_to heat up _send into air _without fear - the two
- smile at _too many - not fresh _a ship
--!l0 between _stay up late _loaded up - a tree
- sent into air - even if threw ball the earth- -
build bald scene sewn
_to read words _started up looked at -ioined with thread
_to make something _bare head -

_asked to pay _very hot - cooked well _planted seeds
_pile of stones _ran very fast

_said a lot _cried out
_view of place _did go away

son sure
next beach mayor major

- - _a horse _army leader_light _open

- child - cold _important person _locked up
_push - certain _large bush _good child

heard head - a chair _person making

_box of toys _give thanks ceiling scalding
_listened to _face _letting out _tell off bad child
_cutup _put away _closing up _to be careful
--!lroup of cows _truck _lack of food _pay up money
piece pierce _top of room _burn with hot water
_part of _run fast passed path
_quiet _small bag _many people _apiece
_put away _make hole called out _to count up

room _big pool -
- _long ago _very sad
break breath _handed over _place to walk
- smash _child's bed

- find - cover for book guest guarded

- slow down _air from lungs _small animal _writing on paper
_camp out _person's chest _thought it could - came down

won once _person visiting - looked after

first in race _ride _watching the sky _showed the way

- a road _at one time reign rum
- a number _baked a loaf to be sick tell the truth-- -leave it alone _existed _to be king _damage
steak stalk _stay at home _sweep

- meat _part of a plant _water from sky _part of house
- stick _3 house

- rose _a bird
travel end of a story
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Homophone Items

through-sent into the air
build-asked to pay
son-light
heard-group of cows
piece-quiet
break-slow down
won-number before two
steak-pointed stick
bowled-without fear
scene-used eyes
mayor-a horse
ceiling-closing up
passed-long ago
guest-thought it could
reign-water from sky

Control Items

though-sent into the air
bald-asked to pay
sure-light
head-group of cows
pierce-quiet
breath-slow down
once-number before two
stalk-pointed stick
both-without fear
sewn-used eyes
major-a horse
scalding-closing up
path-long ago
guarded-thought it could
ruin-water from sky
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